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Alone We Can Do So Little; Together We Can Do So Much. –Hellen Keller
Objective: Understand the importance of finding and having solid wingmen in our
lives.

Lesson Outline
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Ideal Lesson Time: 60 min.

Introduction
MP 1. Even Leaders Need a Teammate
(Wingman)
MP 2. Wingman 365
Conclusion

Boot Stomp

Wingmen do not have to be the person you hang out with every day, or
your best friend. A wingman can be someone anyone that you trust. Many
of us have “sounding boards” that we trust to get honest feedback from.
These are a truest type of wingmen.

WINGMAN
Introduction
Play: Successful Pit Stop video for participants
Overview: Today we are going to talk about how to continue to apply the tools
received in BMT to reach goals and have continued success throughout your Air Force
career.
Attention: Each of you had responsibilities in basic training such as dorm dusting,
latrine crew, and stairwell and pad crew. Each member is accountable for their
individual responsibilities but are overall team was responsible for completing the
task or helping their teammates succeed.
Read: Junior Enlisted Responsibilities are to “Focus on adapting to military
requirements, being part of a profession of arms, and achieving occupational
proficiency”
LOQ: What types of discipline is missing from Technical Training that was seen in
Basic Military Training?

MP 1. Even Leaders Need A Teammate (Wingman)
Discuss traits of a teammate and the qualities desired in a Wingman as it pertains to
Airmanship. Provoke thoughts or comments which allow trainees to reflect and then
share instances of when they embodied Air Force Wingmanship qualities. Energy
alone will not motivate your audience, you need to be charismatic! Charismatic
briefers inspire people to take what they have learned and apply it.
Transition: Wingman are not only for work. Name a situation where you couldn’t
solve a problem alone and could’ve used help.

MP 2. Wingman 365
Discuss wingmanship as it relates to Airmanship. Ask open-ended questions about
past examples of when wingmanship has helped and ways in which your concept of
wingmanship has aided you.

Conclusion
In closing, today we talked about Airmanship topics and how promote continued
alignment of personal values and Air Force standards through reinforcement of
Airmanship core competencies. Finally, after sharing life stories and emotions; it is
important to have a solid conclusion summary and re-motivation statement will help to
ensure future involvement.
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WINGMAN
Now you are armed with the knowledge to effectively reach goals and have
continued success throughout your Air Force career. I hope to leave you with a
feeling of enlightenment and energized to employ what you have just learned. My
desire is that you enjoyed this course.
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ASSESSMENT QUESTION: Do the participants have a deeper understanding of what a
Wingman is and how important it is to have one?

